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COMMENTARY | STATE SEN. TOM O’MARA

Budget twists and turns

B
y the time you’re
putting an eye on
this column, Gov.

Andrew Cuomo and the
Legislature may have
already announced at
least a preliminary, con-
ceptual agreement on
the framework of this
year’s final state budget.
Maybe even something
beyond preliminary, but
we’ll see. 

In any case, this year’s
budget remains on track
for adoption by the end
of the week. I can tell
you that that’s the inten-
tion of the Senate. And
by most accounts, from
what I’m seeing, it
appears the governor
and Assembly leaders
share the same goal. 

Most state government
analysts agree that this
era of state budget mak-
ing is defined by one
overriding fact: the gov-
ernor holds the upper
hand to both encourage
and invite legislative
leaders to fashion a
cooperative agreement,
or to provoke a govern-
ment shutdown. 

Gov. Cuomo has made
it crystal clear that he's
ready and willing to take
either option. So, yes,
there's great incentive
this year to reach the
compromises required of
every budget. The face-
offs that have delayed
state budgets year after
year don't appear to be in
the mix this time around. 

That’s significant for
plenty of reasons, but I’ll
focus on just the first
few that come to mind. 

First, adopting the

2011-2012 state budget
by the end of this week
would send one undeni-
able message: things are
beginning to change at
the Capitol. The point
being that if we’ve been
able to negotiate this
hard-to-turn corner for
the first time in a long
time, and to do it in as
difficult a budget cycle
as any New York has ever
faced, maybe it bodes
well for other challenges
that have been stuck in
neutral, mired in inac-
tion, and lost in dead-
lock for decades. 

We’ll see if this budget
gridlock that’s finally
breaking up like an early
spring ice jam on the
Hudson River in Albany
unlooses the current of
other change that’s need-
ed. Let’s hope so. 

Just because this budget
is signed, sealed and deliv-
ered doesn’t mean that
the tough turns it’s setting
in motion – and make no
mistake, this is an enor-
mously difficult, tough
budget – are behind us.
Not by any stretch. Not
by a long shot. 

I’ve been saying it, and
it bears repeating here:
New York is going to
have to face these eco-
nomic and fiscal battle-
grounds for the foresee-
able future. We just have
to keep working through
them and trying to do
the best we can, as delib-
erately as we can. 

Because one other real-
ity that’s going to come
out of this new state
budget – and we’ll have
plenty of time to dissect

the details in the weeks
and months ahead – is
that the governor and
Legislature are going to
have keep watch over
this one like no other
budget before it. 

Our highest responsi-
bility now will be to
ensure that the changes
being brought forth are
doing what they’re
intended to do, that
we’re on top of every
adjustment and turn of
the dial that’s going to
be needed. We’re not
going to get it all right
all at once and we have
to stand ready to find
better ways. 

So there’s going to be a
lot to monitor moving for-
ward. I fully expect to get
an earful. I already have.
That’s good. There’s still an
incredibly challenging
workload ahead – property
tax relief, mandate relief
for local governments,
ethics reform, and state
government downsizing,
to name just a few. But
today, I think it’s impor-
tant to recognize that after
the past two years, when
state taxes and state spend-
ing increased by unprece-
dented and unsustainable
levels, this new state budg-
et not only puts the brakes
on runaway taxing and
spending, it also pushes
the turn signal toward a
new direction that can be
summed up, in broad
strokes, this way: spending
control and tax restraint.
That’s a good start. 

■ State Sen. Tom O’Mara, 

R-Big Flats, represents the

53rd Senate District.
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Already over the 3-D craze

T
hat didn’t take
long.

I’m now officially sick
of 3-D films.

This from a guy who
sees his movies for free
and doesn’t have to pay
the 3-D ticket surcharge
levied on common folk
at the multiplex.

It’s been a mere 15
months since I sat down,
filled with curiosity and
anticipation, to watch
James Cameron’s 3-D
“Avatar.” Like just about
everyone else, I was
blown away. Whatever its
faults as drama, “Avatar”
gave us a visual experi-
ence unlike anything
we’d ever encountered.

Yeah, but what has
Hollywood done for me
lately?

The much-touted 3-D
revolution has, after less
than two years, shown
itself to be less an artistic
advancement than yet
one more way for con-
sumers to take it in the
wallet.

“Clash of the Titans”
and “The Green Hornet”
– both of which were
shot normally and con-

verted to 3-D – were
painful to watch (again,
I’m not talking about
content, lamentable
though that was ).

Face it: Post-production
3-D makeovers suck. If
you’re not going to shoot
it in 3-D, don’t show it in
3-D. But even live-action
films shot in 3-D tend to
leave me cold.

Here’s the problem: You
can’t make a 3-D movie
like a regular movie.

“Avatar” was so over-
whelming because
Cameron studied 3-D’s
faults and avoided them.
He realized that rapid
cutting from one shot to
the next didn’t give the
eye time to take in the
ever-changing focal
lengths. That’s why 3-D
viewers get eye strain
and headaches.

“Avatar” worked
because Cameron used 
3-D to guide our eyes, to
make us focus on what
he wanted. Typically the
extreme foreground and
background of each shot
would be a bit blurry.
Most of the important
action took place in the
crystal-clear middle

ground. Our eyeballs
were being massaged,
not pummeled.

Cameron also found
just the right lighting.
Too many 3-D movies
are too dark. Even day-
light scenes appear dim.
Nighttime shots or those
relying on atmosphere
lighting (as was the case
with the 3-D version of
the stage show “Lord of
the Dance”) are madden-
ingly murky.

Other filmmakers
haven’t heeded the les-
sons of “Avatar.” They fig-
ured a 3-D movie could
be shot and edited like
any other movie. That’s
why no subsequent film
has come remotely close
to the excellence of
Cameron’s 3-D.

I don’t think 3-D is
dead, exactly. If audi-
ences will no longer be
stampeded into seeing
every new 3-D effort that
comes to the megaplex,
there’s still a place for
the exceptional 3-D
movie of “Avatar” quali-
ty. But it’s got to have
the right blend of subject
matter, storytelling and
visual possibilities.

Get out of
Libya now

I
t’s one thing to feel
sorry for foreigners
being slaughtered by

their brethren.
It’s quite another to

involve this country in a
third simultaneous war.  

One understands the
plight of the Libyans who
are trying to escape the
cruel reign of Moammar
Gadhafi. 

But it is not up to the
United States to right all
the wrongs of the world.

Gadhafi was well on his
way to
crushing
the unor-
ganized
opposition
that had
briefly
threatened
his power
base. And
he might
well have

eradicated his opposition
given just a few more days
of free reign.  

But air attacks by “coali-
tion” forces at least seem
to have preserved the
opposition base in the
eastern part of the country.

This may indeed be a
coalition but it is primarily
the United States with
small military from the
British and the French.  

Gadhafi’s Arab neighbors
backed the concept of the
attacks in the United
Nations, but have not
rushed into combat.

This continues the possi-
bility that the Arabs will
see this as one more exam-
ple of western crusaderism.
That type of perception
can only lead to more
trouble and a bigger war.  

The combat we have in
Libya appears to be
between tribal groups –
some who support the dic-
tator and some who
oppose him.  

The outcome of such a
confrontation should be
left to the Libyans. 

The United States should
get out immediately.

•••
School districts through-

out New York are trying to
prepare budgets without
knowing how much
money they will get from
the state.

This is nothing new in
New York where this has
been the situation for what
seems like generations.  

But this year is different.
There seems to be a gen-
uine possibility that the
new Legislature will agree
on a new budget by the
constitutional deadline of
April 1. And Gov. Andrew
Cuomo has said if such a
budget is not there by that
date, he will simply
impose the one he pro-
posed a month ago.  

As a result, school boards
are wasting prodigious
amounts of time trying to
figure what to trim from
their proposed spending.  

Addison, for example,
would have to increase its
tax levy by $7.4 million to
make up for a 22 percent
gap in revenue.  To do so
would present a tax hike of
21.7 percent. 

That’s a number the pub-
lic would never accept and
Addison’s problem is no
different from of dozens of
other school districts.

It’s not long until April 1,
gang. Quit sharpening
your pencils until you
know how much you’re
not going to get. Because
both the governor and the
Legislature say more funds
are coming than anyone
has promised to date.  

■ Bob Rolfe, a retired Leader

reporter/editor, can be

reached by writing The

Leader, PO Box 1017,

Corning, NY 14830 or

theinsider1@aol.com. He is

also periodic co-host of the

“Coleman & Co.” public

affairs TV program which

airs at 10:30 a.m. Sundays

on WETM-TV and is repeated

at 10 p.m. on WETM-2.
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Groan
We should probably stop being surprised

when politicians are inconsistent.
Republicans’ response to America’s interven-

tion in Libya has been all over the map, some-
times from the same politician.

Former Speaker of the House and GOP presi-
dential hopeful Newt Gingrich had his own “I

voted for the war before I voted
against it” moment this week when
it was discovered he said on March
7 that President Obama should
enforce a no-fly zone over Libya
immediately, only to blast the presi-

dent on March 23 after Obama joined in a coali-
tion of countries in enforcing a no-fly zone.

Gingrich is only the latest in a long line of
politicians whose positions change depending
on who they are talking to and which party is in
charge.

Fortunately, thanks to Youtube, many of these
policy flip-flops are available for all to see.
Perhaps having a permanent record that is so
accessible will eventually force politicians to say
what they mean and mean what they say.

Groan
While the conservatives hand-wringing over

America intervening in yet another Middle
Eastern country is a little overwrought and
nakedly opportunistic, they do have one point.

President Obama has yet to make his case to
the American people why invention was called

for in Libya when it was one of a
half dozen countries in the region
teetering on the brink of civil war.

This is not to say that interven-
tion wasn’t warranted, nor that

America needs to choose to either intervene in
every regional conflict or none at all.

The American people, however, are war-weary
and afraid of mission creep. They need to be
told by the Commander-in-Chief the rationale
behind America’s intervention and be assured
this will not turn into another quagmire.

Groan
President Obama was blasted a few weeks ago

over a concept called American exceptionalism.
Apparently some conservatives don’t think

Obama thinks our country or its people are
exceptional.

Many of these same conservatives are blasting
the president for intervening in
Libya.

It’s not our wealth or our national
resources or the size of our military
that makes America exceptional,
however.

It’s the fact that every once in a while we can
use our wealth, national resources and military
to prevent the slaughter of innocent people.

Every once in a while we can use our wealth,
our national resources and our military to force
a brutal dictator out of power and nudge a fledg-
ling movement closer to democracy.

It’s easy to be generous when peace and pros-
perity reign. It’s a lot more difficult when there’s
so much pain and poverty at home.

What separates the exceptional from the ordi-
nary is that the exceptional can look beyond
their own pain to see the suffering of others.

Is intervention in Libya the right thing to do?
What level of response is appropriate? Those
questions are for military experts.

Should the United States step in to prevent
genocide in Libya? That depends. Do we still
want to be considered an exceptional nation?
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